A dangerous method? The use of induced pluripotent stem cells as a model for schizophrenia.
Schizophrenia is a devastating and prevalent psychiatric illness. Progress in understanding the basic pathophysiological processes underlying this disorder has been hindered by the lack of appropriate models. With the advent of induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology, it is now possible to generate live neurons in vitro from somatic tissue of schizophrenia patients. Despite its several limitations, this revolutionary technology has already helped to advance our understanding of schizophrenia. The phenotypic insights garnered with iPSC models of schizophrenia include transcriptional dysregulation, oxidative stress synaptic dysregulation, and neurodevelopmental abnormalities. Potential pitfalls of this work include the possibility of introducing random genetic mutations during the reprogramming process, the inadequacy of using neurons from other patients as controls, the inability to capture the complex environmental contribution to schizophrenia pathogenesis, the difficulty in modelling neurodevelopment, and the difficulty in modelling the interaction of multiple neuronal and non-neuronal cell types. However, with the increasing sophistication of available reprogramming techniques, co-culture technology, and gene correction strategies, iPSC-derived neurons will continue to elucidate how neuronal function is disrupted in schizophrenia.